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Advancing Intelligence Engineering
Operating Beyond the Conventional

by Adam D.M. Svendsen

Resumé

Artikeln presenterar och vidareutvecklar konceptet ”Intelligence Engineering” (IE). Författaren 
konstaterar att IE-ramverket, presenterat under rubriken ”Bridgehead Methodology” , är 
relevant för riskanalys, riskhantering, samt för uthållighet. Artikeln argumenterar också för 
att arbetet med IE är viktigt för att förstå sammanhang samt generera framtagandet av lös-
ningar. Det övergripande syftet med IE är bättre förståelse samt bättre hantering av komplex 
ovisshet.

this article introduces and further ad-
vances the concept of ”Intelligence Engineer
ing” (IE).1 It contends that the presented IE 
framework (also known as the ”Bridgehead 
Methodology”, named after the author’s re-
search, education/training & consulting en-
terprise and venture, the Bridgehead Institute), 
is relevant for several key reasons – notably, 
for the functional purposes of: firstly, con-
ducting successful risk analysis and assess-
ment/estimate work; secondly, for assisting 
with risk management activities; and, thirdly, 
for helping to facilitate resilience.2

The article further argues that this IE work 
is done for much-needed sophisticated: (a) 

“context appreciation” (analysis and assess-
ment – G/J2 Intelligence) and deeper-to-wid-
er understanding/knowledge-related work; 
and then (b) improved “solution-fashioning” 
(engineering and building/synthesis – G/J3 
Operations/Training) event and development 
shaping and transformation tasks.3

The overarching aim of IE is for, firstly, 
better understanding, and then, secondly, 
addressing complex uncertainty, experienced 
both now and readily anticipated in the future. 
For example, uncertainty occurs both in and 

across the full-spectrum range of operational 
– to battlespaces from “war” -to- “peace”, 
as well as more strategically.4

Throughout the conduct of IE work, there 
is a strong focus on positioning. This can be 
summarised, for instance, as better getting 

”ahead of” event and development ”curves” 
as they unfold temporally, at times rapidly. 
Both a priori (before/ahead) and post facto 
(after/behind) concerns and considerations 
feature substantially.5

IE: Value
When presented in terms of its “value”, IE 
boasts many instantly recognisable opera-
tional, and up to and including strategic, 

“ways”, “means”, and “ends”.6 In its en-
tirety, IE encompasses: firstly, intelligence-
associated collection/gathering and analysis/
assessment (estimate) work; to secondly, the 
further operationalised implementation of 
plans and intents generated by commanders 
and other high-level leaders and policy- to 
decision-makers.7

When thinking with regard to the conduct 
of multi-functional to special operations 
during an overall era of globalised strategic 
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risk, several ”edges” naturally benefit from 
their ”extra sharpening” to gain advantage: 
for example, as can readily be acknowledged 
in competitive terms, such as over adversar-
ies and rivals.8

IE: Approach
At its most distilled, IE offers several tools, 
toolboxes and toolsets. This is represented, 
for instance, by the harnessing of increasingly 
familiar “System of Systems” or “Federation 
of Systems” (SoS) concepts.9

Perhaps more helpfully, offering advan-
tage, IE also guides which SoS-based tools, 
toolboxes and toolsets are the best to se-
lect and apply. Indeed, this consideration 
resonates whatever the context that might 
be precisely experienced and encountered 
(and however, in whichever circumstances), 
pointing to – at least a degree of – claimed 

“multi-scaler” utility.10

Adopting sheer marketing perspectives, IE 
having several tools, toolboxes and toolsets 
embedded within its overarching approach 
demonstrates much. What can be commu-
nicated most readily is the “added value” in 
the form of “unique selling points” (USPs) 
IE overall brings to multiple defence (includ-
ing military) and security (including polic-
ing/law-enforcement) enterprises, such as 
those ranging across ”war”-to-”peace”, as 
characterised earlier (see above).11

Breaking down IE
To again summarise, the IE “toolbox” con-
sists of five “toolsets” offering a series of 

“tools”. Each “toolset” is representative of a 
“bite-sized” IE process “step”. In turn, each 
“step” can be progressed linearly in a “build - 
ing” manner. Overall, the IE process is ar-
ranged as a (semi-) structured analytical frame - 
work for risk, offering both intelligence 

ana lysis and more advanced intelligence 
engineer ing (IE) inputs.12

The different, five IE process ”steps” 
drawn upon cover diverse areas, such as, 
inter alia: (1) ”focus/topic selection” for 
help ing in targeting and with prioritisation 
tasks; (2) ascertaining which ”federation or 
system of systems dynamics” are chosen to 
employ or draw upon during analysis and 
assessment/estimate work when evaluating 
entities and/or situations, such as PMESII 

– relating to Political, Military, Economic, 
Social, Informational/Intelligence, and Infra-
structural factors – as used, for example, 
in the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 
(NATO); (3) the different “system variables/
attributes” involved and (4) the ”levels” of 
experience and hence analysis-to-engineering 
to consider; and (5) the fashioning of “signi-
fier node(s)” for helping make decisions and 
for generating “where next?” responses.13 
Several defence and security endeavors to 
enterprises gain broadly.

Conclusions
Through its arrangement as introduced and 
advanced throughout this article, IE effec-
tively captures and then addresses the com-
plexity of the “multi-everything” nature 
of operational-to-strategic environments.14 
As already suggested, this is for the mul-
ti-functional purposes of (amongst other 
aims): “M4IS2: multiagency, multinational, 
multidisciplinary, multi-domain information 
sharing and sense making”. Those activities 
also range across and involve the “eight 
entities [of] commerce, academic, govern-
ment, civil society, media, law enforcement, 
military and non-government/non-profit.”15 
Business and enterprise relevance becomes 
increasingly self-evident.

By pursuing its different steps with ad-
equate due diligence across suitably defined 
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timeframes and locations, IE work helps 
find and fill the ”gaps” and/or mitigate so-
called ”missing dimensions”, as well as helps 
to “join/connect-the-dots” in and across all 
domains of operational-to-strategic activity 
that span from Human to Sea, Air, Land, 
Space and Cyber(space).16

Furthermore, the IE tools and frameworks 
presented throughout this article, help us 
move across information and knowledge 
domains, from: (i) merely exploiting known-
knowns (“what we know we know”); to 
(ii) exploring known-unknowns (“what we 
know we do not know”); to (iii) exposing 
unknown-knowns (“what we do not know 
we know”); and to (iv) discovering (poten-
tial) unknown-unknowns (“what we do not 
know we do not know”) areas.17

As the following list demonstrates, this 
intelligence up and across to knowledge 
work is useful for a catalogue of tasks, ex-
tending from: operational-to-strategic early 
warning; over-the-horizon insights; better 
keeping “ahead of the curve of events and 
developments”; distinguishing (weak-strong) 

“signals” from (overall/background) “noise”; 
maintaining the “edge” and “initiative”; and 
for better filtering, targeting, prioritisation, 
and so forth.18

Offering assistance for answering the criti-
cal questions of “so what?” and “why does 

this matter?” or “why should we care?”, IE 
provides added value and USPs contributing 
towards, firstly, “intelligence optimisation” 
tasks (IE analytical input), and then, secondly, 

“best event and development transformation” 
such as through shaping (more explicit IE 
engineering input) for most advantageous 
opportunities and possibilities.

Arguably, IE responds equally well to 
its critique. Perhaps in the remit of its 
ambition(s), IE even offers us at least be-
ginning steps towards the “holy grail” in 
(at least) Intelligence Studies of a “grand(er) 
theory” of intelligence?19 That theoretical 
work can then be realised more practically 
in action through its greater application 
and harnessing, using IE as at least a guide 
for pathways ahead: “Going forward, the 
intelligence theorist can learn much from 
the intelligence engineer, and vice versa.”20 
Ultimately, through mechanisms such as IE, 
contemporary defence and security efforts 
can be viably improved to better operate 
beyond the boundaries of the conventional. 
Difference is generated and advanced.

The author is an intelligence and defence strat-
egist, educator, researcher, and consultant.
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